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Hydrel Introduces Compact Tierra IGF Ingrade Family  

Delivers increased lumens, more color temperatures, and higher Center Beam Candlepower 

Atlanta, GA, May 2, 2024 – Hydrel (www.hydrel.com), an established innovator and provider of outdoor 

architectural and landscape lighting products, today announced the introduction of the Tierra IGF 

Ingrade family.  At just 4.4" and 6.38" in diameter, Tierra is a family of compact ingrades that does not 

sacrifice performance, offering higher delivered lumens, excellent beam control, and more options than 

the average ingrade for use in more applications. 

 

Tierra offers a higher density LED array than other ingrades, paired with a precision optic and light 

shaping films to achieve a higher intensity for accent lighting and excellent uniformity with no hot spots 

or shadows for wall washing. As a result, the compact luminaire provides precision uplighting for 

columns, facades, and trees. 

 

The Tierra ingrade family is available in static white or Quad Tech RGBW and delivers up to 2414 lumens. 

Four color temperatures include amber limited wavelength. Its precision optical system delivers 

excellent controlled beam angles, and designers can choose from eight distributions to create their 

desired lighting effect.  

 

Quad Tech RGBW, combined with the Power Scaling feature, offers superior color mixing, maximizes 

color saturation, and eliminates striations and artifacts in the beam, while providing maximum output to 

each individual channel. 

 

Tierra ingrades offer superior water ingress protection and are rated IP68 for resistance to both water 

and dust. Hydrel's patented Flow-Thru technology and hybrid sealing makes Tierra a water-tight IP68 

ingrade family. Its modular design with superior impact and corrosion-resistant materials and long-

lasting finishes promises decades of use with minimal maintenance. 

 

Lighting designers may select from three door materials – brass, brushed aluminum, or stainless steel – 

and from 10 finishes. Accessories include an internal honeycomb louver and an internal source shield for 

additional glare prevention and light distribution. 

 

http://www.hydrel.com/
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Tierra is applicable for harsh environments and challenging outdoor application and select indoor 

locations. 

 
Full details about the Tierra IGF Ingrade family are available here. 
 
 

About Hydrel 

Hydrel, a brand within the Acuity Brands Lighting and Controls portfolio, is a premier brand of outdoor 

architectural and landscape lighting products which incorporate innovative sealing capabilities, superior 

materials, and long-lasting finishes. Its luminaires can withstand decades of use with minimal 

maintenance and unmatched structural integrity. Committed to lighting performance for over six decades, 

Hydrel utilizes the most advanced sources and optics to create a wide variety of lighting effects. Combining 

today's smaller, more efficient sources with precision optical platforms, Hydrel achieves photometric 

performance seldom experienced in outdoor lighting – a soft, uniform illumination that is noticeably 

superior. Visit at www.hydrel.com 
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